Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur
Office of Infrastructure and Planning

DOIP/IITK/QUO/28-05-2024-06
Dated: 28-05-2024

QUOTATION EXTENSION NOTICE

Quotation Notice No.- Enquiry /DOIP/16-05-2024-04 dated 16-05-2024
Name of Work: “Periodic cleaning of underground tanks at Hall X, XI, XII, multistory tank,
Fl. Building, Hall VI, Type II Apartment, Type III Apartment and overhead
tanks at Faculty Apartment A, B, C, D, Type II Apartment, Type III
Apartment, GH Tower, RA Tower, and AA, Z block New SBRA”

Since the required number of quotations were not received, the quotation inviting date for the
work mentioned above is hereby extended till 03:00 PM, 04.06.2024.

[Signature]
Dean of Infrastructure and Planning